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Ill

EDUCATION does not mean teaching people

what they do not know. It means teaching

them to behave as they do not behave. It

Is not teaching the youth the shapes of the

letters and the tricks of numbers, and then

leaving them to turn their arithmetic to

roguery, and their literature to lust. It

means, on the contrary, training them into

the perfect exercise and kingly continence of

their bodies and souls. It is a painful,

continual, and difficult work to be done by

kindaeas, by Vftte , by warning, by precept,

and by praise; but above all, by example.

—John Ruskin
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Guidance should assist tho indiv greater self-

dependence and t. >f self and th :ties

p self. a the t , educators have come

to accopt the prlnc. of human differences and he

for Individual pupil guidance. Jvon though f nclplei

are accepted, evidence 3how3 little c •

day-to-day tr t of all students.

Maiy programs ca.; be found which ap.ear to fulfill the

ods for Individual guidance, but they ere actually not ef-

fective if usod by themselves. .aractsristic tools of

guidance must e employed with care and undarstandi - tho

classroom tea conjunction vj ildanoe counselor

If they are to be effective.

Professional people In the educational field appear to

bo divided into tr/o schools of thought regarding tho ,>lace of

guidance in the £>choc. ue« ne ^roup believes guidance

and education are synonymous; all guidance is education and

all education is g . .er believes guidance is a

specialized type of education to be carried on b trained

«pec?alists in the field,

iore Is a third viewpoint, a relative newcomer to the

situation* This holds that education can be good only when

permeated with guidance and here the classroom teach r Is recog-

nized as the key person in the majority of guidance programs. The
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guidance specialist fhfffl resource to help the

teachers and parents*

riro are five prLaary functions of guidance. They are:

1, To help I tdual to understand hi self

•

2. To ielp the /idual bo understand I a vari-

ous paths and environmental rtunitlea that lio ahead of

him*

3 • 11 •

4, To assist the individual i.ace:nent in a

suitable job.

5. To assure the individual by a follow-up progran of a

maximum of satisfaction in his vocation to himself and benefit

to others

•

A prima; :ia of guidance is the growth of self-reliance,

self-dependence in the c t to the end that the advice of

teachers and parents may become lens and less necessary, and

finally that the student will, with well placed 3elf-confidence,

rely upon his own decisions.

All human beings need guidance at some time during their

lives. W need it constantly, ot less often, and a few

only at rare intervals. I arly all students, regardless of

al a. enta, require assi I in choosing their life

vocations or in just getting along with oth rs.

The present demand for a definite provision for guidance

at the secondary school level is based on many factors, A few of

them are listed here.



a. Changing conditions in the home

b. Changing conditions in labor and industry

c. Changes in population

d. Changes in birth and death rates

e. Increase in amount of general education demanded

f

.

Elimination from school

g. Leisure time

h. floral and roligious conditions

i. Necessity for changed social program

J. Apoeal of psuedo sciences such as astrology,

numerology, physiognomy, and other misleading cults

k. The present world turmoil.

Every teacher has been incorporating guidance in her class-

room teaching every day, with or without the realization of the

fact. If she is a capable and understanding teacher, she:
1

a. Thinks of the pupils behavior as being caused

b. Is able to neither accept nor reject any child

emotionally

c. Realizes each child is unique and an individual

d. Realizes that her students face inner development

f. Uses scientific methods In making Judgments for any

boy or girl

„,_,,.
A-norican Council on Education, Hel eachers Understand

Ohildren, p. B-10.



During the past four years of teaching, the author has

tried to make provisions for individual differences in the

secondary school English classroom, because English is a

-uired subject the majority of students can see no particular

reason for the study of such items as parts of speech, sentence

construction, spelling, essays, poetry, and the like. The vari-

ous reactions to the required course were expressed in indif-

ference, boredom, curiosity, and, in some cases, genuine interost

coupled with the desire to learn.

Perhaps in no other course can the teacher have as great

an influence over the future of her pupils as she can in the

:lish classroom. It la here that she has an inusual chance

to understand her pupils and help them prepare for happy and

successful lives.

In the following pages there appears an outline of a prograa

of teaching, baaed on guidance within the everyday study of English.

HAKIHG THE PURPOSE CLEAR III KKGLISH

In practice teaching, the author was taught to nake and

use lesson plans for each period of the teaching day. There was

a section of each plan devoted to the purpose of the lesson. When

facing an English class at the beginning of each year, one realises

anew that here is another ^roup of students attending a class not

because they wish to but because they are required to come*

To the majority of boys and girls, English holds no par-

ticular fascination. To them it is going to be dull and unintorest-



ing and takes an hour a day of their valuable time:—Time which

they think could be used to a much more en jo able advantage.

Why is it necessary to be able to speak and write correctly?

Why so important to select a "correct" type of book? #hy bother

to learn a set of "rules" for grammar, punctuation, spelling,

to say nothing of writing themes that will, in all probability,

never be road b anyne except the teacher? These were Just a

few of toe countless ooBber of questions heard and to the author,

they presented a challen

During the beginning week of each school year, questions

were asked of the students before they had an opportunity to

voice them to each other. The resulting answers came from brains

forced into thinking* Debates and arguments were common and

welcome. Suggestions were given freely concerning the course of

study for the year. Goals were planned, not unat ainable ones,

but ones that were definitely posslbfe to reach in the nine months'

time given for study. These were clearly and simply stated, and

stops were outlined by the 8 t dents for the achievement of their

purpose.

Using these outlines and bearing the student's objectives

in mind, two general lesson plans were evolved; one for the s tudy

of grammar and one for literature. A semester was spent covering

each of the two units.

The most outstanding goals set p and reached by nearly

every student were:

a. Some degree of improvement In self-expression in

writing and speaking.



b. The knowledge of how to use language fundamentals

as foundation stones for building clear, interesting sentences,

c. The realization that the study of English and the

resulting knowledge gained are invaluable In everyday living

and necosnary to all persons

•

RECOGNIZING PURP0S1 ALL C IR
RELATIONSHIP TO ENGLISH AND TO OUT-OP-SCHOOL LIFE

One of the saddest errors made by students and teachers

is the failure to relate one course of study to others and

In turn to the life they lead away from school.

Student 8 are among the first to recognize this deficiency

but frequently they let the recognition slip through their

fingers. It is up to the teachers to do something about It,

In the English classroom the instructor has a beautiful

op ortunity to tie all courses together and help the pupils

understand the necessity of relating one to the other and ul-

timately to the community and world life they lend. The task

is not an easy one and it needs the full cooperation of each

student with the teach •.

The author's students were encouraged to discuss other

studies during the hour they were taking English. At the beginning

of fchs experiment they were a little hesitant about doing so. As

work progressed in the study of gransnar and literature,

illustrations used in the workbooks and various reading material

brought about many comparisons and discussions.



Teachera of other subjects attempted to correlate their

courses to others taught In the nchool and to community life.

Parents were urged to help and many showed a deep Interest.

.dents, teachers, and townspeople worked together toward

a better understanding of one another and n goal was partially

attained; partially — because the recognition of this purpose

must be stressed continually with never a thought of backsliding.

Each year it must be faced again but it Is a worthwhile goal and

one that should never be forgotten.

The students came to realize that only with the correct

tools of gpmmmat and a sound knowledge of literature could they

hope to express themselves well at all times In all situations.

The average student learned that to be successful depended, in

a major part, on how he expressed hl-nnelf In writing and speech.

This realisation coupled with actual practice In other classes

and in their community dally life led to the appreciati n of the

course in English.

A GENERAL PRO ORAM OF STUDY FOR GRAMMAR

This program of study was worked out b the students with

the teacher's help. It is generalised, not intended to be detailed

in any way. It covered a period of 13 weeks or one semester.

a. A notebook was to be made dealing with the student's

favorite occupation or a profession in which he expressed interest.

The project was to be Illustrated with pictures, graphs, drawings,

or In any way the student desired. The book was to be divided into
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12 chapters, due on the average of one a week. This took the

place of regular themes and still ad the advantages of the

theme. The chapters were to be handed In, written in encil.

The te armaatical errors of all kinds,

a to be corrected and the final

copy written in ink or on the typewriter, and kept until the

complete notebooks were turned in at the end of the semester.

b. A spelling bee of 20 words was conducted each week and

the students were asked to keep a spelling notebook, listing

the .words, their parts of speech, and meanings. At the end of

each six weeks* period, these notebooks were gathered b the

teacher and checked for correctness in all phases of grammar.

One six weeks' period was devoted to the spelling of the names

of cities and countries. The students then were asked to put

in their notebooks the various customs of these places and their

1 cation as well as that for which they might be noted.

c. A book report was duo each six weeks, the book to be

chosen from an approved list made by the students with the

teacher's help. These reports were both oral and written.

d. Each week an announced test was given but no grades

were taken. The tests were made up by committees of students

and covered only the week's work. It *M found that the tests

were an Invaluable aid to learning and stimulation of thought.

e. A type of contest was held during the entire semester.

When anyone was speaking each student and the teacher listened

for errors of grammar. Perhaps they tried the hardest to catch the

teacher in a mistake but It kept them on their toes and made them
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think twice before speaking. The general grammar showed a definite

and marked improver to week. There was no price

offered and none was s •

'. . ore did not seem to be a nood

for one. The reward of corseted speech was enough.

. The workbooks uaed were handed in several tines during

the seisester. These "hand in^" were unannounced and as a result

the work was kept fairly well up-to-date.

. The work in tr was interspersed with learning such

facts as: correct letter writing procedure, both friendly and

business types; social etiquette; radio program ar^angenyents;

telephone conversations; dictionary practice; and other useful

knowledge,

A AI. PR OF ST R LIT HE

This program of study was worked out by the students with

the teacher^ help. It Is generalized and not Intended to be

detailed in any way. It covered a period of 18 weeks or one

semester.

a. An autobiography was assigned to be completed by each

student and turned in at the end of the semester. The pr ject

was to contain at least 12 chapters, the headings of v*i ich were

to be chosen from the approved list given on pages 12-16 . These

chapters were to be written and handed In for grading and correc-

tion on the av..ra
; o of one per we k. They took the place of regul&r

themes and were handled In the same way as the favorite occupation

and profession notebooks.
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b. As In the grammar semester, the spelling lessons

continued weekly.

c. The book reports were handled by the same procedure

as the general program of study of grammar.

d. The announced tests were continued.

e. One week was devoted to the stud' of children's books

and fairy tales. This was done primarily because too few of

the students had read the classic children*s stories with which

all should be familiar.

f. Plays studied were acted out In front of the elass

as nearly accurately as possible. This gave an excellent chance

for self-expression.

g. In conneclon with many of the stories, essays,

poems, and plays read, records were played depleting typical

music of the time or country, or excerpts from the selections

as read by famous persons. This added to the enjoyment of

the reading.

h. Authors 1 lives were studied In connection with the

selections read. Not all authors could be Included, and only

those who we?*e quite famous or interesting were discussed.

1. In the study of longer plays, poems, and novels ba ch

* Julius Caesar . Lady of the T,ake . and Ivanhoe . maps were

drawn, illustrations were found, character sketches were assign-

ed, and parallels to real life were drawn.

J. In the study of poetry, one of the pitfalls of high

school Lnglish, the students were asked to choose their favorite



poem and to illustrate It in any way they chose. This Is

discussed in more detail mder "Illustrated Poetry*.

AUT0BI0GRAPH1

11

These autobiographies took the place of regular thenies

and the chapters were handed in on the average of one per

week. The students could choose their chapter headings from

the a p roved list. Before the autobiographies were started,

the initial preparation was the gather ing of pertinent data

for a family tr e. This included not only the students

immediate family but also the families of many relatives.

If a pupil discovered that one of his relations came to this

country from another land, he was encouraged to find out as

much about the other land as he oould. This led to many

interesting discussions and revelations, the comparison of

"who was who", and an increased interest in the family life.

A requirement of the autobiographies was that they

should be illustrated with drawings or snapshots. These

added a jrreat deal to the understanding of the chapters and

to the pleasure in compiling the information.

It was through this method that the teacher learned a

gfreat deal about her pupils. The experiment benefited her

as well as the students. They did not mind this method of

theme writing, for this was information they could keep and add

to in later years — a small treasure.



Some of the titles for the autobiographies were:

My Own Story

My Gardening Memories

Me, Myself and I

"John Smith", Himself

Here Am I

"John Jones" as I See Him

Thirteen Years of Me

The Sections of the book were divided into:

My Family Tree

Nationality

Interesting Ancestors

My Own Family (Parents, brothers, sisters)

My Infancy

Falling down stairs

-aid of the dark

Trying to be good (or polite)

Swallowing Mother's button

Getting tired at church

Chased by a turkey gobbler (or other animal)

WetcMnj;. the train (or airplane)

Keeping a secret

Losing Mother (at a circua, store, or elsewhere)

Having my picture taken

Supper on the porch (or somewhere special)

My first punisnroent
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Perils of the razor

The cookie box

The rantry habit

Halloween

The flood

A fire

My first club

My menagerie

A troe house

Planting money or feathers, etc.

Growing up

Hobbies

Collecting

Answering an advertise «nt

Ambitions others have had for me

The kitchen cupboard

Selling cold drinks

A box or pie supper

Kite contest

Sled riding

Visiting a haunted house

The practical Joke in which I took part

The most exciting moment in ray life

The pet I borrowed

Hearing the truth about Santa Glaus

Why I wanted to grow up
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Planning my funeral when I hnd been punished

My first Money I made - how I spent It

My favorite Chr!9t~»as

My childhood chum

My most embarrass i nent

My parents' most embarrassing moment with me

School days

My saddest moment

My pets

My narrow escape

My likes and dislikes

My earliest ambition

My favorite toys

Advantage of being oldest, youngest, or only
child in family

Testing the new skates

My first fight

Promotion Day

My biggest disappointment

My favorite teacher

: ng teased

The torn dress

Honorable nention

A week with the roeasles (or other illness)

Hearing about Heaven

Amusing the baby

A show in the hayloft



lo-

lirst night (a visit) away from home

Mother* a day at school

Red lenonado and peanuts (a day at the circus)

Playing hookoy

Imitating I ^mn-ups

The meanest thing I ev r did

First experience in a Pull- an or hotel

rst trouble in school

Crying over a book

Digging to China

Present and Future

First day at high school

Looking for a Job

Taking the wrong train or bus

A trip around my room

My pat dialike

How I feel on examination day

Things essential to my happiness

Mistakes I have made

The school play

Winning a contest

My greatest ambition

A nutting expedition

The vivid dream I had

My most embarrassing moment

An overnight hike

->ut fun
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I best joka I can tell on nynelf

My Interesting hunting trip

Wy favorite book charactor

What am I hero for

Plan* for colle

THE CASE STUDY

A good doctor will obtain all the facta and syraptotts

of an Illness, complete a diagnosis of it, and then indicate

what treatment scorns to be necessary. This development of

certain techniques should be employed in the case study

method.

The case study has been defined as a "detailed, analytical

study of an individual for the purpose of helping the indivld-

ual make wiser choices and better plana". It can be the

moat useful if used as a continuing process for obtaining

information regarding the development of all pupils in the

school.

Individuals differ In many respects; therefore many and

all kinds of information are needed ubout each one and all

types of research methods are employed in the case study.

These are:

Tests Home vlaita

Records Direct observation

Check lists Inventoriew

2Lecture notes from the course "Principles and Practices
of Guidance", taught by Dr. II . Leigh Baker.
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Score (tarda Other roscurch methods

Interviews Various teachers' reactions

The testa provide objective and time-saving methods of

appraising a pupil's rating and give a basis for comparing

pupils' ry<3 ilts with a set of standards. They serve to

supplement the counselors' Inves 'on, ability, and exper-

ience.

The use of records and reports is ext^e-'ely interesting

and necesaary. Tie records should be cumulative and should

contain anecdotal .sketches.

An individual should be guided so that he gains a

knowledge of self. He has a right to self-direction and a

freedom of choice. Consequently, the case study was done with

the objective in mind that the ultimate goal was the growth

of the person to adulthood and Increasing 3elf-independence.

The realization must come here that the case study Is

the accumulation of all types of research about the Individual,

and it is in the study, kept up to date, that all knowledge

of the person may be located and used as an instrument of

counseling and guidance.

To study the Individual Is to understand hi-r. This

study was made in the classroom, around school, and during

the out-of-school hours. It was in the latter time, that many

insights into the whys and wherefores of the student were gain-

ed.

A case study might be compored to a masterpiece of art -

for instance "The Last Supper". In remembering this work of



art, one will bri alnd the fact t ., though subtly done,

ell linos are br . one vanishing point. The lines on

the ceiling, the a > windows, and even the

extended hands draw the eye toward the central vanishing point

which is, in reality, tlie window directly behind the head of

Christ, This is used as a focal point and draws the attention

iwnediately to the Lord,

So it is wi it case ntudy. Id ono kind of research

be omitted which would serve to focus upon the individual, a

vital part of understanding that person would bo lost.

The value* of the case study are seemingly unlimited. A

few are:

a. It stimulates evaluation of the school

b. It developes a comprehensive background for the study

of the individual

c. It stresses objective approach to understanding

d. It provides an adequate background for counseling

and teaching

c. It brings together and relates isolated items of

information about a pupil

f

.

It is helpful as a faculty in-service training device

g. It brings about better undorst: ; of the uses of

te3t3, cumulative records, etc.

h. It is unusually helpful in dealing with more difficult

cases and problems.

The nejor parts of the case study are:

a. The collection of data about the individual
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b. The organize of data :icant

c. The tnaljala of problems, needs, a id plans.

d. The latax '"a

e. r of treatment suggested

f. How- 'ts attained.

If at all possible, each teacher should make or have

accessible a cage 3tudy of everyone of the pupils in each

clogs 3he teaches. That la what the author attempted to do

during the fourth year she taught. Few of the studies were

completed to the extent of containing adequate information

from Intel, igence tests, health records, and other item

Midered necessary to the complete case study.

ADEQTJA r
DC

I. Identification
Name, age, birthday, address, etc.

II. Health
Clinical history, medical, physical and ortho-

pedic examinations

III. Intelligence
Measurements by group or Individual teats
Unusual developmental facts
Teachers M od on pupils previous

academic accomplishment

IV. Other mental conditions
Favorable and unfavorable
Irregularities of mental development—examination
results
velopmontal facts—Incidents showing regular

irragular mental development from birth
to the present time

Cumulative evidence or persons thoroughly
familiar with the Individuals behayior and
deve 3 \t
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.leviato or detract from
the unusual mental condition

Ulcerative material
Sample of the pupll3 conversation or letter

wr' will indicate a tendecy toward
aberration ( the act of wandering away or

-7)

v

.

>ry
;e on entering school
:i)ar of different schools attended

Present grade in school
Amount Leal acceleration or retardation
Grades skip ed

1

Record of scholars hip
ojecta taken
ades received

t in standardised subject tests
Subjects excelled in

jacts of greatest difficulty or "iea3t

interest
Causes of serious scholarship failure
Opinions of class teachers, parents, and pupil

application or effort
Persistent special interests or superior

acconpl* its noted by teachers in
particular fields
iture school plans

VI. a:rti-ajcial reactions
favorable reactions
Concrete incidents occurring most froquently

or outstanding events showing respect for:
rty of others

Rights of oth<T3
Law and spiritual values

Delinquency

VII, Amusere nts
Those fn which t . pupil par ites with others

ios© in which the pupil participates alone

VIII. Associates
ieral attitude of the Individual towards
ipanlons

Inclined tn -ft solitary
To have only one or two close chums
To be a member of a gang or clique
To have many companions

• and ance of chums with whom pupil
spends most tl



IX. forkJ itory
Age at beginning of work

to work
Occupational experience
p '^

J

Results on trade and ability testa
nal anbition

Utory
Nationality of parents
I cy of .ta

If foreign born, years in United States
j ad naturalise! apers

;ak, real, or write English
b leaving school

Occupation of parents
Positions of iionor, trust, or recognition held
by father or mother

XI • Home conditions
Standard of living
Marital conditions
Parents interest in and cooperation with the

3chool and community
Religion
Parental suporvision

XII. Neighborhood conditions
in
Sanitation conditions and ve^smts
React* onal facilities
Institutions and establishments

cial status of residents

XIII. History subsequent to leaving school
Success in higher schools

ccess in trade or industry

Family background
a lth

' il and emotional
Intellectual
lucational

Of individual
Modi.cal
>cial and e> ' onal

Intellectual
.iucwtional arid ec^no:.iIc



Health
Just:ient

Intellectual development
1

1

Each week in oil -tud«n ad a

new pers 3 week concer trated on the

discussion and deve' that trait. out deal

of time was it on this, perhaps only five minuter »riod

but it served to remind the students and the teacher that

personality b 1
. ilds character and tins latter is what one

really is; not what he poses to be nor what people think he is

The traits discussed were:

Deter ilnfttloB

ity

od 3ports:nans"

Cheerfulness

Ion

>od

Self-confidence

Patience

j.r a50

Heyerence

Sense of humor

Concentration

Saneness

Self-control

Good Judgment

. 33

!ty

Anbitlon

Punctuality

Dependability

Loyalty

Open Imltilmn

Courtesy

nonal appearance

Sincerity
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The students learned from these weekly studies that

one f s personality is ever changing and that varied and fr e

environment coupled with understo ding guidance can serve to

reold a good personality.

BULLETIN BOARD AMD LIBRARY COKMI

At the back of the classroom was a large bulletin board

covering one-half of the wall space. Students were asked to

fill the board with expressions of their own ideas. The

illustration they used did not need to be related to English.

They decided to divide the board into four sections: jobs,

personality, huaor, and culture. Committees were chosen for

each six weeks period and it was their Job to change the

selections at the beginning of each week and to have appro-

priate illustrations for special days such as: Thanksgiving,

Christ ias, Valentines i>ay, April P ols Day, etc.

Naturally, the humor section was filled to overflowing

nost of the time, but graduolly the others took hoi and the

bulletin board project became of interest to everyone. The

last five to ten ninutes of en< riod were devoted to the

reading of the board if the students had cnrmleted their ass

5

??ent«. As there was always something new tacked in the space,

the boys and girls usually w rked hard to finish their w»rk.

The bulletin board became an excellent incentive for the pupils,

particularly the slower ones, and that rade it worthwhile.
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The portion devoted to Jobs was one of the most difficult

to fill. The commit teas finally decided to choose one voca-

tion a week end find out all about it. They then pee ted

their information which covered: type of educntion needed,

salary made, future prospects, and other pertinent data.

The personality section coincided with the discussions

held each week, while humor covered all subjects.

Some excellent articles and fine paintings appeared

nder culture. Occasionally a student would draw or paint a

picture particularly for the bulletin board and everyone

looked forward to that.

At the beginning of the torus, the students rat er ignored

all sections except humor, but by the end of the year, person-

ality, jobs, and culture had found avid readors. The bulletin

board project was a success measured in terms of Increased

activity, renewed interests, initiative, and originality. It

increased the understanding of individuals from a varied and

free environment

•

JOB CURVETS • CAREER DAY

An Idea was born in connection with our bulletin board

project. On the board was a section devoted to Jobs. The

students asked if they might discuss some of t .e jobs listed

there. It was an excellent suggestion but one that i re-

:i It In little accomplishment In grammar, which was the subject



of study in the first semester. The idea was kept in mind

until the second semester which brought literature to the

foreground.

As the reading pro
;
reused, many stories, essays, and

poena were found that dealt with vocations of all kinds.

Several days before a particular assignment was made that

concerned a job, students were asked to volunteer for the

coverage of that job. The work entailed a great deal of

outside study in the form of reading reference material,

interviews, and the like. This gave the boys and girls ex-

cellent training in meeting and talking with older persons,

in library work, and in compiling their findings into clear,

concise data for presentation to the class. The results were

excellent. Here was another method of onciting interest in

llish and of acquainting boys and girls with opportunities

in their environment.

Still another advantage of the a ove idea was the in-

creased interest in Career Day, an annual event In the high

school. During this day, the pupils were asked to list five

vocations in which they were interested. Speakers from various

parts of the state carne to the school to tell the students

about their chosen fields. The boys and r.irls attended the

lectures and question and answer periods in much the sane way

as they attended classes. A regular schedule was worked out,

giving the students an opportunity to hear the speakers, 'very

effort was made to have as much variety in vocations as possible.
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In relating tho job surveys of the 'ah classes to

the Career Day program, the students felt that they had

gained a more thoro nowledge f vocations than those

In other classes who had not had the advantage of the surveys.

PORTS

Book reports have long been the bane of many a high

school pupil* s existence. In the English classes those reports

are required and, from the beginning of the course, the boys

and girls harbor a rec 3t thera for that very

reason.

The average pupil would prefer to read the comics,

sports, or gossip columns than to be exposed to good, classic

literature. In general, their tastes have not been well

channeled during their youngpr years and It falls to tho lot

of the English teacher to r 'y that error.

At the beginning of the school year, each student was

asked to make out a list of books ho had road and found Inter-

esting or ones he wanted to read. T e pupils were assured

those would be carefully read and compiled into I roved

reading list from which they could choose their selections

for reports during the coming nine months.

Each student handed in the assignment; even those boys

who considered one readin. anything but sports a sissy. The

list Included riany hooks long considered classics as well as

more recent ones. They are listed In part in the following
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pages. This group of old was for one six weeks' period

. Those not read were placed on the follow In ; six weeks

book list.

The reports were given both orally and written. The

students were asked to tell a little of the author's life

as well as a brief summary of the book. Many of the boys and

girls used illustrations in their book reports and these served

to further stimulate the clashes in their readin, .

Another teacher in the same high school had her students

e a3 one of their required six weeks* reports a sales talk

about the book of their choice, -hey used posters they had made.

Soae pretended they were the authors of the books, others that

they were the head3 of lar.^e advertising agencies concerned with

the soles pronation of the books. The Ideas caught fire and

Interest ran high in her classes.

Boys and glrlfl enjoy reading but they dislike being

forced Into the job. The subtle approach and the appealing to

them for their help and to their creative instincts rake a

difference In their reactions. These methods worked to

create in the students a deep Interest in reading of 5-ood

literature, and were more than worth efforts they caused.

Thomas B. Aldrich
Story of a Bad Boy

Louisa M. Alcott
All books

Bess 8. Aldrich
Lantern in Her Hand

of years

Story of Red Feather



Sir James - urrie
Little Minister

ter an dy

Herbert I est
Young Un

Richard D. 1'lackraore
Lorna Doone

Charlott ite

Jane Kyre

Eraily Bronte
Wutherin^-; Heights

Pearl Buck
Good Earth

John Bunyan
Pilgrim* a I'ro^ross

Enid 1 agnold
National Velvet

Francis Hodgson Burnett
Little Lord Fauntleroy

Marguerite B:>uvet
Sweet William

Burnett
Secret 'nrden

Jaracs Curwood
All books

Carroll
Alice* a Adventures in v?ond r land

James F. Cooper
Dears layer
The Last of -'ohicans
The Spy

A.J. Cronin
The Citadel
Green Years

Keys of the Kingdom

Daniel Defoe
Robinson Crusoe
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irles Dickens
Christmas Carols

rield
Tale of Two Cities

iver Twist

. . . Joyle
-te Company

Alexander Dumas
Court of :'onte Cri3to
Man In Iron Mask
Three Musketeers

Lloyd Douglas
The Robe

Mazo De La Roche
Jalna
Ot ooka

Va entine Davis
:"i^acle on 3<- rcet

Zdna Ferber
So Dig

)at
Cimarron

Janes Hilton
od-bye Mr. Chips

Lost Horizon
Random Harvest

Alice Tlsdale Hobart
Oil for the Lamps of China

Emerson Hough
Covered Wagon

William Hudson
Oresn Mansions

Victor augo
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Les Miserable*

xard Halliburton
All books

Washington Irving
Ip Van Winkle



Helen Hunt Jackson
RanoM

Rudyard Kiplli
Caotain Courageous
Kin

Sinclair Lewis
Arrowaraith
Babbitt

Richard Llewellyn
How Green Was My Valley

Jack London
All books

A,A. Milne
The Christopher Robin Series

Hector ?*alot
Adventures of Perrine

Herman Melville
Wo" ck

Margaret Mitchell
Gone With the 'Vlnd

a than
Portrait of Jennie
Winter in April

John J. O'Brien
All booka

Mary O'Hara
Green Grass of Vyoning
My I'riend Plicka
Thundorhead

Gene Stratton Porter
All booka
Story of Marco

Majjorie Rawlinga
The Yearling

Myrtle Reed
The Master' a Violin
Old Rose and 3ilvor
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KIce
Hra. Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch

Rafael Sab«tlni
tain Mood

Itan

Robert Louis Stevenson
Troasure Island
Kldna oped

Harriet Treacher St owe
cle Ton's Cabin

Jonathan Swift
's Travels

Mar aundera
iutlful Jvoe

Anna Sewall
Black neauty

Hark Twain
:<leberry Finn

Tom Sawyer
Connecticut Yankee in Kin& Arthur* s Court
Prince and Pauper

'nhead Wilson

Albert Payson Terhune
All books

Maurice Thompson
Alice of Old VIncennes

irbcr
White Deer

Booth Tarkington
Penrod
Seventeen

Franz X'erfel
Song of Bernadette

Kate Douglaa tiggln
The Birds* Christmas Carol
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm



Joh
Swiss Family Robinson

Joan .'obstar
Tioga

TRATED POETRY

One of the most fascinating projects undertaken b the

English classes was the illustration of poetry. I verage

high school student . I to the study of literature with a

distinct aversion to poetry. He considers it dull, alasified,

difficult to understand, or just plain doesnU like it. To the

teacher, the few days or weeks spent on the subject are the worst

in the whole year.

Poetry can be made interesting. It can became a challenge

and may serve to enlighten and enrich a life as can no other

form of literature. For these reasons the understanding and

enjoyment of poetry should at least begin in the high school,

if not earlier.

When the poetry section was reached in the study of

literature, a period of time - ab:>ut a week - was spent in

discussing rhyme, meter, feet, and the other ftindarsental process-

es related to the basic writing and understanding of the subject.

The students were asked to try their skill at writing verses of

their own; contest poetry from magaz nes offering a prize for

a good last lino was brought to class and answers tried out on

the blackboard. The whole woek*s 3tudy waa made in the light of

enjoyment other than in serious study and the students had fun
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without realizing they were act ally learning.

When that period was over, the actual reading of poetry

by classic authors was started. No attempt was made to "make

something" out of each line or phrase. The poem was read and

studied just ns If it were a short story or an essay, with the

following exception.

The complete section of poetry was assigned at once. The

students were asked to read nil of the selections and to choose

their favorite, giving the title and author to tho teacher.

In case of duplication, the boys and girls were asked to make

a second choice. If a pupil had a articular favorite not list-

ed in the book, he was asked to bring it to class.

When the choices had been made, the students were assigned

the task of illustrating their poera in any way they saw fit:

with drawings, paintings, pictures from magazines, or snapshots.

They could illustrate every word, every line, every stanza, or

the poem as a whole. Here was a chance to use their initiative.

They wore to try their best to show just what the poem meant to

them, not tfiat It meant to someone else or to the teacher - Just

to them.

The results were far above tho teacher* s expectation. One

of the finest illustrations came from a student who had been

consistently getting low grades, not only in English, but in all

of his subjects. He chose a lengthy poew about a small ship

that fought a large enemy fleet while ig crippled friendly craft

a chance to escape. The small ship finally was captured and burned,
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sinking to the bottom of the sea. The battle took place during

the 16th century. The student found a number of small oicturas

of olden times depicting ships and men in battle. These he

pasted on sheets of notebook paper, wrlt'ng the lines of the

poem underneath* For those lines for which he had no pictures,

he drew illustrations to tell what was meant. Then, because

the ship was burned, he carefully burned the edges of his papers

and with a hot iron, scorched the center of each page, thus

ving the lrepre3sion that the papers wore from the shlp»s log

which had been roscued.

Because of that example and many others like it, the

experiment was considered a sticcess. The students enjoyed

their poetry and the teacher enjoyed teaching it. Actually,

the boys and girls taught themselves but did not realize it.

Over half of the students expressed a genuine appreciation

for poetry after the section was completed and many were eagerly

looking forward to the read -f poetry "on their own".

RADIO PROGRAM

Many enjoy listening to the radio. The chance to be heard

over the radio is an opportunity few come to realize. Nevertheless,

the chance did come to the high school - a half hour radio program

over a regular net work. It was to be sponsored each week b the

business men of the town, and the various classes and organizations

were to take turns presenting the progra»»
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The time was rapidly approaching whon the English classes

would be heard, end the students were asked to select a com-

mittee to write the script. The script was to contain information

on what the students were doing in the classes* When it waa

ipleted, tryouts were held and parts assigned. The program was

rehearsed and given on schedule. The students thoroughly enjoyed

it, not only because they wero in it but because they had had an

->rtunity to use their writing skill learned in the English

classes. It was still another way of showing them how important

English is to everyday life and of relating school to community

life.

The apnendix includes the program written and directed by

the students.

SUMMARY AND C SIOM

This thesis has described the developnont of a teaching

program in Lnglish in which provisions were made for individual

differences in high school boys and girls and for two of the

baaie functions of guidance; that is. understanding individuals

and helping them to understand the educational and occupational

ortunities in their environment.

The needs of the high school boys and girls are many and

difficult to meot. One teacher al^ne cannot do the job. It

takes the cooperation of all teachers, with the students and parents,

to do it effectively.
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The classroom teacher Is the key person in all guidance

programs, or should be. She, by her methods of instruction

and counseling, by her examples and her personality, can do a

tit deal in making or breaking a student.

In English the teacher has an invaluable opportunity for

influence over the future of her pupils. The understanding she

accords them and the preparation she gives them for their future

life are a challenge to her fitness as a teacher and a citizen.

The author firmly believes in teaching as a career and

feels a deep devotion to it. All toachers need that. They need,

also, a knowledge of the principles of guidance in order to become

an ideal teacher.

Teaching la not Just a vocation but a life within a life.

The author hopes that her ideas and suggestions set forth

in this thesis will be of some help to a future teacher of English

and that she has in some way helped to contribute to that teacher's

success.

Pour years in the field do not make one an expert in any

vocation but '.hoy should serve instead to stimulate the desire

for more knowledge and learn in of the chosen field and to make

one realize her shortcomings to the extent that she will try to

bettor herself in her work.

In closing, the a thor would like to again remind the teacher

that all gx>d teaching is permeated with guidance and that gidanca

is made effective b;' the contributions of the classroom teachers.
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Baker for his guidance, to Dr. V. L« ickland for his
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APPENDIX



Journalism Radio Script

by Marc i a Hunley

MRCIA: If you were to tako a survey among ten certain senior

students, nine girls and one boy, !* sure you'd find their

favorite subject was Journalism. It does sound interesting,
r

doesn't it? Most of you don't know what goes on In a newspaper

office. You don't know how a newspaper Is put togofchor. Put

we are learning and it's a fascinating subject. Perhaps only

one of us will be a journalist, maybe more, even so, this

knowledge will be useful to all of us and broaden our understand-

ing of things going on about us in the world.

DORIS: The world of newspapers brings to mind pictures of reporters

going through the most harrowing experiences and shouting to city

editors "Stop the pres^wal I've got a story that will blow this

town wide open." High school staffs hardly go through that sort

of thing, but they do have a pretty hectic time the day the paper

is printed.

YVONNE: We've discovered that making up a newspaper isn't the

asiest thing in the world. There are so many things to think

about. Does the page's nake-up look nice? '"/Ill it attract favor-

able attention? Are the most important articles where they will

catch the reader's eye? Do the ads look interestin

CAROLINE: One of our current projects i3 laying out advertisements.

Studying the different styles has taken up some of the time and

we're laying out some ads of our own. That's another thing that Is
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not as easy as it might 3eem. Art :i in here. An artistic

arrangement that will cotch the qre and be attractive is necessary.

And we must get all the information in, too. For practical

experience in advertising the clas3 plan3 to mala* the entire

advert "sing layout for one of the Neodesha papers one day this

spring.

: Regular news stories have six essentials which should bo in

the first paragraph. They are who, what, where, when, why, and how.

If these are present, you have your ntory. It*s a <_;ood idea to

vary the lead sentences. Too many storios begin with the word

"the". A well known persons name will make one want to read the

story, as will a large figure of money, or the name of a subject

of public interest.

KLIJ(I| The Neodes' h Journalism class puts out two kinds

of papers, (by the way, our paper is called the "Neo-d-Kan) a

mimeographed edit on, appearing once each six weeks, and on

special occasions, and every other Tuesday we have a half page

in the Neodesha Daily Sun.

-•A: Vo have two typewriters, both of which are tenpermental

—

by that we mean the roller turns in one direction only—forward,

which brings to mind our motto—"Always forward, never backward."

Nevertheless they are kept busy hot all morning on proas day—also

the one in the library—also Mrs. Nichols, portable—and also any

other typewriter we can lay our hands on. The copy j-oes to the

dally paper at noon where it is set up in type. Out paper comes

out on Tuesday afternoon—Wednesday morning we start working on the

next one. hedged in between papers we study Senior Ish because
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that is half the course.

LLA: We've learned to read copy and proof, condense our stories

to get rid of unnecessary words, and write headlines that will

fit In the available space r*nd still contain the essence of the

story.

: The next mimeographed "Neo-d-Kan" comes ou> Valentine's

day and we are already planning what we want in It. There is a

box In the hall where students may put their contributions. At

Christinas we had a contest for Chris tmas material— fttorlea, poena,

avr,—and had an excellent ro3':onoo. The winners and quite a

few other pieces rroived, were printed In the December 24th

edition.

MARCIA: Feature stories are probably the most difficult to write

and the easiest to read. Features can be amusing or serious,

informative, or nerely Interesting. V'e try to have ct least one

feature In the Neo-d-Kan each time.

DORIS: My job i3 mainly general news roportlng. One of the main

jobs is to take care of the birthday column which helps to g«t

people's names in the paper. Anyone likes to see his or her naraa

in print and will even submit to having their birthday known.

Flash—here's some news from fh|rd floor. The biology class has

been keeping track of what they eat and whether they have en or

calories or too few.

CAROLYN: If the Journalism class could be compared to a train, the

editor's Job might rosorable the engine, or the one who guided the

train, and the class could be likened to the cars that carry the

load. It is the editor who finds the stories and assigns them to
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the rooortors, gots the pope" out on t* ^e and tr5.es to make it

interesting to the general public. The standard of the paper

has to bo kept up and aper should be as progressive as the

papers of the other high schools around it or it will be left

behind. The editor should be able to meet emergencies in getting

enough news and filling in whore stories are taken out.

JAHIS: Maybe soma of you noticed our new column, written by

Kositel, the Peeper, in the last edition. You must admit that

is is at least different. Any member of the Journalism class is

apt to be stopped in the hall anytime of the day by some teacher

who has a big news story. For instance, the hooemaking contest

being sponsored by Mrs. Dotts and ISlaa Davis is a big event that

has just been announced this week.

£01 In each paper wo are putting 3 biographical sketches

of the seniors. In order to find out a few interesting facts, we

had thorn answer a form of questions. I tnce we are all Seniors in

Journalism, we would like t tion thnt the Senior colors are

I lue and Silver, the flower is an Orchid, and the Motto is "31th

the ropes of the past we will ring the bells of the future."

: As business manager of the Keo-d-Kan I have the responsi-

bility of—shall we 3ay— irg the books?— and sending our

papers to our nailing list. I see to it that our students

subscribers receive their editions of the oaper and that "all bills

for the publishing of aald paper are paid.

A: The gossip column is a very 3ecret, hush, hush affair.

No one knows who she is but the job that has to do with the peeping
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and creeping In the dark corners for a little dirt and gossip,

is not quite so easy a •
' nay seen. Hien it comes to

reall7 digging up little not 1 dee? gala "hehasta,

is ri o.

MY: The society editor writes about all the parties going

on in the High School. The next Neo-d-Kan will have a story

some thing about a skating party or raaybe a group that went bob-

sledding. An inrortant event which is c ebruary 14th ia

the Y-Teen Date party nhich rfill alpo come under this heading.

The last senester r*ears, of course, the Junior and r prorosj

Junior, Senior, Faculty, banquet, KT-Y Sweetheart I*anq\iet and

various oth'-r school social events.

RUSH: This ia your Journalise class, Doris .'ring, Grace Ellen

Phillips, Yvonne Taylor, Dorothy Polfa, Carolyn Ash, Zelda Cornett,

Janie Hevwood, Leila Halbrook, Karoia Hunley, and this is your

sports editor, Hush Dvnns.

The Neodesha Blue Stroaka is rolling along in the

Tri-valley league this season. The McCollum coached outfit won

their most recent victory last Friday, bv bounding past tbe Yates

Canter wildcats by a score of 42 to 36. Wayne aa was high

scoror for the streaks with a total of 16 points. The outstanding

player for the wildcats was Harrod. This gas* wound up the first

round of play in the league and leaves the still undefeated Eureka

team on top. Keodesha is second with but one loss. Fredonia and

Cherryvale are tied for 3rd and 4th with 3 losses each.
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Sophmore—Freshaan

Radio Skit by Joanne Jordan

SETTING t Myers, after school. alar songs coming from the juice-

box. Cecil and Joanne already are seated In a booth. Betty and

Mike enter.

MIKEt Hi kids—Have room for us?

CECIL* Sure, come on——What are you doing?

BETTY* We* re on our way to the library} we are havin dictionary

study in our English class this week, acne of those words are a

foot lc . I suppose you kida are glad you had it when you were

freshmen—so you don't have to bother with It now.

ZQMMRi (i'letly) Ha— I a, are you kidding? we»ve been doing the

same thing. What was that word we came across yesterday?

CECIL* Ch that—That waa a corker—erjophobia—it ssans A

dislike for work, guess Its plenty contagious around here. We

have to give a book report every six weeks too, all different

types—there * s even one on a set of chlldrens books.

An don*t forge* those notebooks we made for our semester

project, I think most of us made them on our vocation. We alao

illustrated a poem as a manner of study. I think we are expected

to do similar ones this semester. They really require a lot of

work you know, research, interviews and hunting for illustrations

from magazines, newspapers, or the use of photographs or making our

own drawings.

HIKE* Pot our semsster project we wrote a nine chapter autobiography,

You know, that* 3 something I want to keep. We had to ask our parents

and other relatives about the things we did when we were too young



to remember. Also wo had to Include our family tree and that

was interesting too, n%y< do you know that wo have a list

of spelling words every Friday?

CF.C.TL: So do we, sort of. Miss Johnston gives ua the words on

Monday, if we misa any we take the list over on Friday, if we

don't miss any we don't have to bother any further. We have to

look up the meanings of the words and the parts of speech, too,

and keep thorn in a permanent notebook.

MIKE: The sophmores and freshmen both started the year by having

six weeks of grammar and then six of literature and so on. We

use a workbook for grammar and a regular text for literature*

JQANNBt We use the Headers Digest in class, too.

C : CIL: Aid those jokes—did you read the one about the Scotsmen

that had Just wen i new car in a raffle but, far from being happy,

he seemed decidedly glum. "What's the matter, Jack?" asked a

friend. "Man," he answered, "'tis this other ticket. Why 1

ever bought It, I carina imagine." —Laugh

WAITRT : : Did you want something?

HETTY: I'll take a lemon-vanilla phosphate.

JOANHE : cherry-lemon

MIKE: coke

CFCIL: Me—too.

,TY: I believe, before we got into the joke session we were in

a discussion on our English classes, wort't we? SO far it seems

that we fr are doing the saae line of work as the aophracres,

only we haven't gone far on poetry, except the basic principles of
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writing it, and son© pleasure pel —I think Mies Johnston is

trying to make ua enjoy it,

)ur class was a riot today, we were studying fe«£ and accents

—

you know~MA-ry HAD a LIT-tlo EAKB, it's I was v, K #

anr^ -ry-W.';PRE that MA-ry WEBT9 t m was 8DR1 to GO.

lease Sf , you're DRIV-ing me :aD.

WAITRi". - : T'nere yoii are, that will be £0 cents please*

:

ALL: (\ AT IONS OF SATISFAC

i. are you do in- ransnar?

KEi Oh, we have been spending most of our time Mastering the

fundaaientals, the basic knowled e of the English language, flay,

I have a n?ekle, think I'll play a song—mm

HETTY! Lavonder Blue, Please

CECIL* Ho, a Slow Boat to China,

I
I like Gloria.

MIKE: Does anyone mind if I play ay own choice?

BETTY* , , ,:uess we like the all, almost, (sorgstart ,

a asks snsll talk about basketball)

, rre want to listen—bet it tops the "Hit Parade" next

11, we've 1 • past, and present, I've beai

a Tew runors about what's coming the rest of the year. Ws

aophmores are to have a section of poetry study, by a new

method. v*e each are to be assigned a different poen and we have to

illustrate it. Then the study or the poen will be not only by reading

but by seeing, as well.



HISl I heard we were a? a course In social

letter writing and bus in - tter Brit lag* goodness knows ww

! 11 uso it #

rjm.—its five o'clock, we bettor head for the library

or we'll never get finished*

FHt| And vre need the words to a popular song for tomorrows

"
•

, I have to m sheet ram; ic •

CTC3IL: o'll see you f.i round,

ALL:



Radio Script

by .Tanie Haywood

)IX18 Journalism la not Just learning the principles of writing

a story and using the right headline j the story baa to be obtained

through research and interview. The class ia preparing to put

their study of interviews into practice after they learn all I

particulars of the new tool oard rial," This

proposal is a new bill that is to cow up before the state legis-

lature, aa "r. Revan explained to us one day last v»ek, and the

journalism class has been asked to help acquaint the people of

Neodeaha with thia plan for bettor schools,

JARIE: To people who are listening to tiiis broadcast are

Interested in the schools, Why not tell thera a little bit about

I new bill? This la a good opportunity to help people under-

stand what schools need, and how to ret it,

USUI Thia ->ard Proposal for Kansas providea for more

state aid to credos one to in schools all over the state.

It provides for lower property I , equal distribution of those

taxes, and a uniform aysten of schools. The state la well able to

e this additional money j a fact that Is shown by the surplus

of 13 million dollars which was left In the treasury from indirect

taxes alone last year, A bill for the future aa well as now, tills

plan will keep t 1 standards Inflation or deproe-

a ion,

; The School Board -Ian guarantees each classroom unit from

$1500 to :

; 3000, A classroom unit is rjade up of from 12 to 30 pupils,

depending on the size of the school. The amount of training and
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experience a teacher had had <" a the amount of money each

classroom unit will n: I • For in.>tw.«je, assuming th&t a

classroom bm t': od number of students, if a teacher he»

a degree or ISO hours of colic a :':, the classroom 2a considered

a f d guaranteed $3C(sO, if the teacher ;ias from 90

to 120 hours It is considered .9 of a unit and guaranteed C2700*

60 to 90 IMMM training is considered »8 of t unit and guaranteed

.O0» A.nd so it goes on down to eight hours training* A teacher

with leas tun 8 hours is considered *f of a unit and the classroom

is guaranteed £1500.

/ will this affect Kansas? It will keep the teachers

here in this state instead of loosing them to ouher bettor salaried

Jobs out of K nsas. Kansas is behind B educational program

and tiiis latf will bring our educational ays tem up to an cpoal

position wit i fcMN

"E: Everyone should know what share of this program Neodesha

1 I ave. Under this plan Neodeaha has enough schoolroom units

for a guarantee of 476,500. That ranch was spent last year, so

our taxes wouldn't have to be raised to make us eligible for the

rnxlraun amount. Last year we were allotted only f41,265, and so

I to levy taxes to make up the rest. With the new plan we will

receive MJf uorvj VtoBftmt property taxes will be greatly lowered

in Heodesha*

r.Kx There are four lfcgls 1 and easy to understand reasons

«hy substantial state money for schools is a good plan:

(1) 9m constitution of Kansas requires the lc ;ure to

establish "a uniform system of common schools and schools of higier
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grade." The ols are the responsibility of the etate.

(2) Ch'ldren are not e <d for localities, for people

move abcv.t md often do not live where educated. is

therefore ft etatewlde responsibility.

(3) Wealth la not always where the children are. Only the

strife cr.n colleo "he wealth Is and spend it where

the children are,

(4) An adequate school syste: ot exist on local property

alone. Only tho ateto car. use the newer forms of indirect

taxes such as sales, income, beverage, and severance,

: Under this plan teachers will have the better waje that they

bmve deserved for so long. Grade school teachers with as much

experience and training as a high school teacher will receive ft

corresponding salary. It will not only Induce more people to take

teaching as a -vatess Iran, but It will give teachers Incentive to

further their training and so bring ur olror^ unit allot-

ment. Schoolboards will be constantly looking for better educated

teachers and schools will ppoflt from higher t ng standards.
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PURPOSE

The purposes of this dasc; sis are twofold. The

work was done to develop teaching procedures In English classes

which would discover and provide for individual differences in

i school boys and iris, and to develop teaching procedures

which would provide for two of the basic functions of guidance;

that is, to understand individuals and to help the individuals

to understand the educational and occupational opportunities of

their envir k%«

PFi

Through observation, reading of autobiographies, reports,

and case studies, and personal contact tfith the pupils in

and out of school, facts were discovered and the ideas for de-

veloping and using the teac procedures were f \ated,

1. In order to stimulate a varied and free environment

and to ive an op oi^tunity for soae provisions for Individual

differences the following procedures were used:

a. autobiography
b» case study
c. illustrated poetry
d. radio programs
e. personality trait study
f. recordings

Job surveys I th a career day
h. bullet n boa-d and library conrait~eea
i. speech contests in ur
J. book reports
k. student participation in making out tests

2. The classes, during the latter two years of the study,

ranged in size frons ten in the smallest to 39, the largest. ?'..ere



were five classes a day, two In freshman English, two in sophomore

;lish, and one in senior nrlish and Journalism.

3. This thesis is a descriptive report of the development

of the teaching procedures unod and their provisions for individual

differences.

FINDINGS

1. Teaching procedures in English were developed which

helped to discover and to provide for individual differences In

high school boys and girls.

2. Two of the basic functions of guidance, understanding

individuals and helping the individuals to understand the educa-

tional and occupational opportunities of their environment, were

provided by the teaching procedures.

3. In a varied and free environment students tend to react

more favorably toward the subject taught as shown by the Increased

activity and Interest evident in the courses.

4. In the study of Job surveys and other procedures used,

a definite need was po'nted out for classroom guidance In the

high schools.

5. Provisions for individual differences In teaching result

In increased activity and learning b more persons.

6. The classroom teacher is the key person in all guidance

programs

•

7. All teachers, studen s, and parents must learn to cooperate.



8. The English teacher haa an invaluable opportunity In

jr Influence over the future of her pupils.

9. Teaching ia furthered by good guidance provisions;

guidance la furthered y r;ood teaching provisions.


